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Abstract

On-demand additive manufacturing (3D printing) offers great potential for the development of functional materials for the next generation of energy-efficient devices. In particular, novel materials suitable for efficient dissipation of localised heat fluxes and non-uniform thermal loads with superior mechanical performance are critical for the accelerated development of future automotive, aerospace, and renewable energy technologies. In this regard this study reports the Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) processing of high purity (>99%) copper (Cu), silver (Ag) and novel copper-silver (CuAg) alloys ready for on-demand additive manufacturing (AM). The processed materials were experimentally analysed for their relative density, mechanical and thermal performance using X-ray computed tomography (X-CT), destructive tensile testing and Laser Flash Apparatus (LFA) respectively. It was found that while Ag featured higher failure strains, Cu in comparison showed a 109%, 17% and 59% improvement in yield strength (σy), Youngs Modulus (E) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) respectively. As such the σy, E and UTS for L-PBF Cu is comparable to commercially available L-PBF Cu materials. CuAg alloys however significantly outperformed Ag, Cu, and all commercial Cu materials when it came to mechanical performance offering significantly superior performance. The σy, E and UTS for the novel CuAg composition were 105%, 33% and 94% higher in comparison to Cu. Although slightly different, the trend continued with a 106% and 91% rise for σy and UTS respectively for CuAg in comparison to industry-standard Cu. Unfortunately, E values for industry-standard Cu alloys were not available. When it came to thermal performance, L-PBF Ag was found to offer a 70% higher thermal diffusivity in comparison to Cu despite the variation in density and porosity. CuAg alloys however only showed a 0.8% variation in thermal performance despite a 10% to 30% increase in Ag. Overall, the study presents a new understanding regarding the 3D printing and performance of Cu, Ag and CuAg alloys.
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1. Introduction

Thermal management without sacrificing structural integrity is challenging for many industries and applications where developments in new materials and efficient architecture are still called for \(^1\) \(-\) \(^3\). This is partly fuelled by interest from industries that are focused on the next generation of consumer electronics, automotive, aerospace, defence, healthcare, and renewable energy sectors \(^4\) \(-\) \(^6\). When it comes to heat transfer even small improvements can have a significant impact on cooling \(^7\) and efficient thermal management drastically reduces material waste while increasing component reliability and life \(^8\). Additionally emerging systems such as those in electric vehicles (EVs), radio-frequency systems, high power light-emitting diodes, solar cells and solid-state laser light sources all have significant heat dissipation requirements \(^8\) \(-\) \(^10\) and therefore it is widely agreed that the localised high heat fluxes and non-uniform heat dissipation requirements for many industries will require advances in materials and manufacturing technologies to effectively dissipate the thermal loads for future systems and devices \(^1\) \(^,\) \(^4\).

Additive manufacturing (AM) is at the forefront of potential technologies that can enable high-efficiency thermal management devices \(^11\) \(-\) \(^13\) through improved geometry, materials and metamaterials with high heat transfer properties \(^7\) \(^,\) \(^14\) \(^,\) \(^15\). AM technologies fabricate parts in a layer-by-layer process rather than machining (subtracted) or forming material as with more traditional manufacturing technologies. Today layer by layer manufacturing techniques encompass many processing technologies (extruding, jetting, polymerisation, sheet lamination, spraying and/or thermally fusing) and related materials (filaments, wires, liquids, powders, pastes, and sheet) \(^4\) \(^,\) \(^16\) \(-\) \(^18\). During the AM process material is added to create three-dimensional (3D) components that are defined by digital data \(^1\). Although the range of materials that can be processed by AM is increasing \(^19\) a recent survey found increasing demand for high-performance metallic alloys from industries including automotive, aerospace and electronics \(^20\). In this regard, one of the most promising AM technologies suitable for the creation of complex metallic components is Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) \(^21\) \(^,\) \(^22\).

The L-PBF process uses a high-powered laser source to selectively laser melt (SLM) powdered metallic materials such as titanium, aluminium, steels and Inconel \(^23\) \(-\) \(^26\) to achieve densities above 99.9\% \(^27\) \(^,\) \(^28\). The L-PBF process is complex and the processing is dependent on laser diffusion, scattering, heat transfer, material absorptivity, phase transformation, surface tension and fluid flow associated with the powder and molten material \(^21\). This gives rise to a significant number of process variables that affect the properties of fabricated components \(^29\). The L-PBF process is a combination of many (over 130) parametric variables related to feedstock, build environment, process, laser and material interactions \(^29\). Since material absorptivity and reflectivity are fundamental \(^23\) \(^,\) \(^29\) to laser processing, the processing of highly reflective and thermally conductive materials with relatively low power (<400 W) L-PBF technologies is highly challenging \(^30\) \(^,\) \(^31\) due to poor energy absorption during the L-PBF process \(^32\). High purity Cu reflects laser wavelengths of 1000 to 1100 nm \(^31\) and these wavelengths are commonly utilised
in many L-PBF systems. This can result in energy absorption <2% in some cases. Colopi et al. \(^{32}\) reported utilising a 1kW fibre laser for L-PBF of 99.9% Cu. The results concluded that despite the high reflectivity of Cu, the 1060 nm wavelength laser is feasible for copper L-PBF processing. However, due to high reflectivity high laser powers of 600W were required. Accordingly, it has been argued \(^{32}\) that the 400W fibre lasers commonly found in some L-PBF systems may not have sufficient laser power to process reflective copper and silver. Importantly silver reflects 98.8% laser wavelengths of 650 nm \(^{33}\), and therefore it is hypothesized that a 400W at 1060 nm wavelength laser may supply the required energy to laser melt Cu, Ag and CuAg alloys.

Ag and Cu exhibit exceptional thermal properties in comparison to other metals. Ag has the highest thermal conductivity and diffusivity performance of any metal at 415 W/mK and 165 mm\(^2\)/s \(^{34}\) respectively. As such Ag and Cu are seeing increasing research in L-PBF as a base and alloying elements for thermal management \(^{33,35,36}\). However, previous studies have reported the requirement of relatively high powered lasers (~1 kW) to achieve acceptable component densities \(^{32}\). Furthermore, recent research has reported the highest achievable density of pure Cu with a standard 200W laser is 85.8% \(^{31}\). In addition to their pure form, Ag and Cu are also being investigated as alloying elements to exploit their desired properties \(^{37,38}\) compounding the interest in their potential laser processing. So far L-PBF processing of high purity Ag, Cu and CuAg alloys has seen limited research with varying success \(^{31,39,40}\).

Highlighting the benefits of Ag, Gohar et al. \(^{41}\) synthesised copper-aluminium-silver (Cu-Al-Ag) alloys through powder metallurgy with varying Ag content and investigated the resultant microstructure, thermal and mechanical properties. The study found that the addition of Ag resulted in increased hardness, compressive strength, and thermal diffusivity. Thermal diffusivity investigations were conducted at room temperature with diffusivity values increasing in an almost linear fashion as Ag content increased from 2% to 6% Ag in 0.5% increments. Thermal diffusivity properties increased from 20.17 mm\(^2\)/s for 2% Ag to 26.75 mm\(^2\)/s for 6% (wt.) Ag \(^{41}\). Sun et al. \(^{35}\) sintered molybdenum-copper-silver (Mo-Cu-Ag) alloys to investigate 0.5% - 2% addition of Ag. The resultant microstructure was found to be homogeneous with electrical and thermal properties increasing with the Ag content. However, it was found that the Ag content had a negligible effect on the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the material \(^{42}\). Although these studies highlight the benefit of Ag as an alloying element for desirable material properties, the manufacturing techniques utilised for alloy fabrication received little investigation. Due to the significant cost differences between pure Ag and Cu; Cu and its alloys are becoming increasingly popular and research is being carried out that utilises the potential benefits of L-PBF technologies \(^{32,36,43}\). For example, tungsten-copper (W-Cu) alloys have been investigated utilising L-PBF in several studies \(^{44,45}\) with the development of Cu-Cr alloys also being reported \(^{46}\).
It is also worth noting that Cu and its alloys have recently begun to emerge from L-PBF system manufacturers \textsuperscript{47} and material development companies \textsuperscript{48} with varying compositions and purity \textsuperscript{47}. For example, market-leading system manufacturer and material supplier EOS GmbH have recently released three Cu material variants \textsuperscript{47}. EOS copper CuCP has Cu purity above 99.95\% and is described as an excellent thermal and electrical conductor suitable for electrical motors and inductor applications. EOS CuCrZr is a copper-chromium-zirconium alloy with moderate conductivity properties developed for a rocket engine, inductor coils and heat exchanger applications. Due to increased industry interest, the L-PBF processing of Cu and Cu alloys are receiving much attention, however, the resulting properties and process parameter requirements are yet to be reported. Another trend within the AM industry is the emergence of application-specific L-PBF systems and materials where companies such as Alloyed (UK), Elementum 3D (US) and Metals 4 Print (Germany) are developing bespoke Metal Matrix Composite (MMC) and metallic alloys combining the benefits of L-PBF with materials for specific applications. Additionally, system developers such as Additive Manufacturing Custom Machines (AMCM) offer the potential to create application specific L-PBF systems with larger build areas, higher powered lasers, multiple lasers, and custom process constraints. Consequently, it is envisaged that designers and engineers in the future will have the ability to dictate not only the optimum material for their application but also the most suitable L-PBF methodology for optimum properties. As such the thermal and mechanical performance of highly conductive Ag, Cu and CuAg alloys that can be processed by L-PBF technologies is of great interest to both academia and industries in the emerging field of AM.

For the first time, this study reports the L-PBF fabrication of high purity (>99\% purity) Cu, Ag and CuAg alloys and reports the mechanical and thermal properties. The mechanical properties are compared to currently available industry-standard Cu, CuCP and CuCrZr materials to give an insight into the potential industrial applications for these materials. L-PBF Cu and Ag powder composition, morphology and distribution are reported using dynamic imaging, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analysis while thermal diffusivity of Cu, Ag and CuAg alloys is reported through Netzsch Laser Flash Apparatus (LFA). Other than limited previous studies \textsuperscript{49}, CuAg alloy porosity morphology and distribution in comparison with L-PBF Cu and Ag pore defect morphology and distribution are yet to be reported; an aspect described in this study through the use of advanced X-ray Computed Tomography (XCT). Yield strength ($\sigma_y$), Youngs Modulus (E), failure strain ($\varepsilon_f$) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of Cu and Ag as built structures are also reported in comparison to CuAg alloys.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Additive manufacturing

The samples investigated in this study were fabricated using an EOS GmbH (Germany) M290 industrial-grade L-PBF system using high purity (>99%) Ag and Cu powders supplied by Legor and Carpenter Additive, respectively. The L-PBF system features a 400 W laser system with 100 µm spot size where the laser melting process is carried out in an argon atmosphere at oxygen content below 0.1% at a substrate temperature of 35°C. Following fabrication, all samples were removed from the build platform using non-contact Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM).

Investigation of the pore morphology and its distribution is crucial for understanding the effects of L-PBF processing on the material performance and failure criteria. Accordingly, industrial metallurgy grinding, and polishing techniques (Struers United Kingdom) combined with Zeiss (Germany) SEM analysis were used to study Cu and Ag sample density and pore morphology. Ag and Cu porosity void type and distribution were characterised using SEM and stream essentials software. L-PBF process parameters listed in Table 1 developed by the authors in previous studies were used for sample fabrication and were kept constant to ensure any variation in pore morphology and distribution were a direct result of powder feedstock and material alone.

Table 1. L-PBF process parameters used for silver and copper sample fabrication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser Power</th>
<th>Scan Speed</th>
<th>Hatch Distance</th>
<th>Layer Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>370 W</td>
<td>400 mm/s</td>
<td>0.14 mm</td>
<td>30 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Powder characterisation

Powder morphology and particle distribution can affect the packing density and flowability of L-PBF powders dictating their behaviour during the process. Therefore, the elemental analysis of Cu and Ag feedstock along with their morphology and particle volume distribution (PVD) were characterised using SEM and digital imaging particle analysis techniques. A Retsch Technology (Germany) Camsizer X2 was used to validate the particle morphology, size, and shape. The Camsizer X2 utilises dynamic image analysis (ISO 13322-2) principles where a high-resolution optical system consisting of digital cameras captures precise particle characteristics at a rate of 300 images per second. In depth CuAg powder analysis and characteristics have been reported in previous studies while Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b display the SEM data showing the powder morphology for pure Ag and Cu powders, respectively.
It can be seen from the SEM data that while Ag and Cu particles feature a relatively spherical morphology the particle size varies. Ag features an even distribution of particle size and a larger distribution of powder particles below 20 µm with visible satellite particles. In comparison, most pure Cu particles are above 20 µm with some fine particles also visible. In general, Fig. 1 highlights the spherical morphology of Ag and Cu powder particles that is desired for the L-PBF process to enhance both the packing density and powder flowability.

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) analysis was carried out using a Zeiss EVO50 SEM to confirm powder elemental composition. The resulting EDX spectra data are shown in Fig. 2a and 2b with elemental wt. % for Cu, Ag and CuAg alloys summarised in Table 2. Ag and Cu powders were shown to be 99.73% Ag and 99.08% Cu respectively with balance oxygen.

Table 2. Element composition of Ag, Cu and CuAg feedstock derived from their respective EDX spectrums.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99.9% Silver</td>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>99.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.9% Copper</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>99.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper-silver</td>
<td>Cu Ag10</td>
<td>Cu92.51 Ag7.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper-silver</td>
<td>Cu Ag20</td>
<td>Cu72.50 Ag27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper-silver</td>
<td>Cu Ag30</td>
<td>Cu64.20 Ag35.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Excessively high or low particle distribution can affect the powder flowability at the powder bed making it challenging for laser processing. Therefore, the quality of particle distribution was characterised using
dynamic image particle analysis to distinguish the mode, mean, median, and volume fractions ($D_{10}$, $D_{50}$, and $D_{90}$) and to identify the particle volume distribution (PVD). Fig. 3 displays the cumulative distribution of powder particles for Ag (Fig 3a) and Cu (Fig 3b).

The PVD analysis concluded Ag as having a $D_{10}$ of 20.3 µm, $D_{50}$ of 30.2 µm, and $D_{90}$ of 41.4 µm while Cu featured a PVD of $D_{10}$ of 44.0 µm, $D_{50}$ of 52.1 µm, and $D_{90}$ of 58.2 µm. A $D_{90}$ of 10 µm can result in unusable powder for L-PBF processing \(^{53}\), the PVD displayed in Fig. 3a and 3b, therefore, suggests that the Ag and Cu powders measured in this study have relatively even distributions and are suitable for L-PBF.

In addition to chemical composition, the size and shape of the powder particles are also of vital importance when it comes to L-PBF processability. Compared to optical microscopy, the dynamic image analysis technique allows measurement data of a large number of particles and is therefore statistically more relevant and offers better reproducibility. Dynamic image analysis of Ag and Cu powders were carried out with the resulting data sample as shown in Fig. 4a and 4b respectively. The typical particle size and shape are shown where the $X_{\text{max}}$, $X_{\text{min}}$, and $X_{\text{area}}$ are the particle length, width, and equivalent diameter. The equivalent diameter of the particle is calculated by the diameter of a circle having the same projection area (A) and is useful for laser diffraction analysis comparison. $X_{\text{area}}$ can be represented by equation 1.

$$X_{\text{area}} = \sqrt{\frac{4A}{\pi}}$$

\text{Eq.1. $X_{\text{area}}$ equivalent diameter equation.}
As can be seen from Fig. 4a, Ag particles were relatively irregular in shape indicating the presence of satellite particles while Cu powder (Fig. 4b) were found to vary less between $X_{\text{max}}$ and $X_{\text{min}}$ indicating a relatively spherical shape.

![Fig. 4. Typical particle morphology and characteristics for (a) Ag powder and (b) Cu powder](image)

2.3. Mechanical testing

Quasi-static tensile tests were carried out using a Zwick Roell (United States) 1474 universal testing machine having a maximum load capacity of 100 kN. The tests were conducted at room temperature and samples were strained to failure through a displacement-controlled load at a rate of 0.06 mm/s. A maximum load of 80 kN with a force shutdown threshold of 50% was applied. A deformation-controlled load was applied to prevent the test from stalling to capture both the elastic and plastic region of the material. Real-time force-displacement ($f - \delta$) and stress-strain ($\sigma - \varepsilon$) curves were recorded and analysed.

2.4. X-ray Computed Tomography

X-ray Computed Tomography (XCT) is a non-destructive analysis technique, which is seeing increasing use for AM pore defect investigation $^{54,55}$. Incorrect powder feedstock properties such as PVD and poor flowability can lead to nonuniform powder layer delivery and porosity defects. However, pore defects can also result from laser and material interaction and process and scanning parameters used $^{56}$. XCT analysis in this study was conducted utilising a Bruker (United States) Skyscan 2211 X-ray nano-tomograph. While XCT sample analysis is a valuable tool for non-destructive pore defect analysis the results achieved are dependent on the scanning and threshold parameters set by the operator. Therefore, XCT techniques are better utilised for comparative rather than absolute analysis. Comparative analysis ensures XCT scanning, and threshold parameters remain constant and therefore any variations in density and porosity defects can be attributed to L-PBF feedstock material, process parameters or post-processing used. In this regard, all samples were processed and scanned under
identical XCT scanning and threshold parameters so that the reconstructed data can be used to identify any notable changes in porosity as a result of powder characteristics or laser processing.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Print quality and defect characterisation

3.1.1. Two-dimensional characterisation

To limit process variables all the samples were fabricated in the same orientation and build direction as shown in Fig 5.

Fig. 5. Schematic showing tensile and thermal sample build orientation and recoater and inert gas flow direction.

Following the standard practice, the density and porosity content of the printed samples were evaluated using SEM data of polished Ag and Cu samples as shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b respectively. Even though irregularly shaped pores were found for both the materials being studied, Cu was found to exhibit comparatively larger pore defects as shown in Fig. 6b. Overall, the porosity for pure Ag was evaluated at 2.78% with the highest pore size of 483 µm. In comparison, pure Cu exhibited both significantly higher porosity and pore size of 7.60% and 690 µm respectively.

Fig. 6. SEM data of polished cross-section (Z view) of the printed samples showing (a) Ag and (b) Cu.
Generally, a reduction in yield strength and reduced elongation to failure is a direct result of increasing pore size \textsuperscript{56,57}. This can be true for porosity associated with L-PBF Ag and Cu parts as well, nevertheless, it is important to recognise that SEM data only shows pores at the two-dimensional (2D) layer that is being investigated. This means that other layers can feature different pore distribution and morphology which can cause variation in mechanical performance. Therefore, a complete understanding of the three-dimensional volumetric pore data within the parts is critical to understand its influence on the resulting mechanical performance. Accordingly, to understand the overall distribution of the porosity XCT investigation was conducted.

3.1.2. Reconstruction of volumetric porosity based on X-ray CT data

While traditional SEM analysis as shown in Fig. 6 is useful in establishing layer-based porosity of the printed samples they offer limited information on its distribution throughout the sample. XCT analysis enables the creation of three-dimensional data regarding both the porosity, pore morphology and distribution. XCT not only allows identifying areas of density variation in the sample but also allows comparison of defects. This aspect is feasible in this study due to the material compatibility with the process parameter used. While it is agreed that such a comparison using vastly dissimilar material may not offer further insights; for the study under consideration the process parameters are suitable to L-PBF process both Cu and Ag. The reconstructed X-ray 3D scan data for laser processed Ag and Cu samples are shown in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b respectively with their density and pore count summarised in Table 3. A region of interest was selected in the centre of each sample allowing the highest resolution for XCT comparative analysis. Additionally, the regions of interest enable precise pore isolation and density investigation to be completed where XCT scanning of the whole sample would result in lower resolution. Previous in depth CuAg porosity and pore defect analysis and characterisation have been reported in previous studies \textsuperscript{49} following the same XCT scanning process procedure.

![Fig. 7. XCT 3D visualisation showing the reconstructed data, region of interest along with porosity content and distribution of the L-PBF samples showing (a) Ag and (b) Cu. The contour represents X-ray absorption weighted for material density.](image_url)
Table 3. Bulk density and the number of porosity defects for L-PBF Ag and Cu samples characterised through XCT data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Bulk density (%)</th>
<th>Closed pore count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 3D reconstruction of the X-ray data was given an arbitrary colour grading showing the relatively dense material (high X-ray absorption) represented by 1 (blue) and 0 (black) representing no X-Ray absorption and therefore potential porosity voids. Closed pore porosity voids were then isolated and can be seen highlighted in red in Fig. 7. Although the data shows that there are porosity defects in both the samples a difference in both pore morphology and distribution can be observed. To further investigate the porosity distribution and to identify any trends the Z plane and X plane were isolated from the XCT data as shown in Fig. 8.

![XCT data](image)

**Fig. 8.** XCT data of porosity content and distribution for printed samples in Z and X planes for (a) Ag and (b) Cu.

The sliced data shows that while Cu (Fig. 8b) has larger pores, the defects are largely confined to the top of the sample where 2D SEM analysis was conducted. Furthermore, the pore defects for Cu can also be seen to be confined to certain regions within the sample which is a result of poor powder delivery or packing density rather than incorrect parameters or laser-material interactions. In comparison, the Ag sample (Fig. 8b) was found to exhibit evenly distributed irregular morphology porosity throughout the sample which indicates that the pore defects are a result of lack of fusion referring to non-optimum process parameters. Although irregular particle morphology and satellite particles were seen in Fig. 1a and 4a this also raises questions regarding the powder packing density for the Ag material. As such the overall pore defects of pure Ag can be attributed to an interaction of powder quality and process parameters.
parameters. Cu on the other hand features a dense core with uniform porosity distributed along the edges. As such the X-ray tomography data highlight the importance of non-destructive XCT analysis to ascertain a true understanding of defects throughout L-PBF fabricated components.

3.1.3. Pore morphology and distribution

Although the pore defects in L-PBF Ag are irregular in shape they are evenly distributed along the scanned volume. On the contrary, the porosity observed in Cu were found to be spherical and confined to specific areas and layers. A comparative evaluation of pore sizes using the XCT in X, Y and Z build views are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that Ag features evenly distributed irregular pore morphology which is consistent with a lack of fusion porosity. This suggests that these pore defects were created during the L-PBF process attributable to the influence of both laser processing and the subsequent thermo-mechanical behaviour of the Ag melt pool. Contrastingly, for Cu, the spherical nature of the pores means that they are consistent with blowhole or keyhole porosity. Generally, such defects are a result of gas entrapment during the L-PBF process, which may indicate a lower packing density at the powder bed; an aspect attributable to the relatively larger powder particles (Fig. 1b).

![Fig. 9. Comparison of pore morphology between laser processed Ag and Cu samples showing using X-ray CT scan data were (a) X plane, (b) Y plane and (c) Z plane.](image-url)
When the packing density of metal powders at the powder bed is low, the gas present between the powder particles dissolves in the melt pool during the laser melting process. The subsequent high cooling rate of the melt pool during the solidification process prevents the dissolved gas from resurfacing resulting in porosity in the fabricated part. However, as the pores seen here in the Cu sample are isolated to certain regions it is possible that poor powder distribution and delivery to the build plate during the process could also be responsible.

Due to the numerous feedstock and process variables\textsuperscript{29} consistency and repeatability for quality control is an ongoing challenge for the AM industry particularly for L-PBF operators in the heavily regulated aerospace and medical sectors. Currently no agreed laser calibration techniques exist between system manufacturers and therefore materials and parameters must be developed for each system\textsuperscript{58}. Generally, the strength, surface finish, density and microstructure of a component can all be affected by variations in the feedstock materials and L-PBF process and therefore to fabricate components with predictable thermal and mechanical properties a comprehensive understanding of material feedstock, L-PBF process and laser-material interactions is essential\textsuperscript{7,59}. Furthermore, L-PBF variations due to feedstock have also been shown to promote porosity defects\textsuperscript{56,60} affecting structural integrity leading to material failure\textsuperscript{61,62}. The type of porosity featured in the L-PBF Ag and Cu materials show that despite the similarity in the thermo-mechanical behaviour the differences in porosity type suggests that different approaches are needed to improve the density and reduce pore defects. For Ag, improved powder morphology with reduced satellite particles could improve powder packing density and further parameter optimization improve fusion\textsuperscript{63}. For Cu an improvement in packing density and build chamber constraints such as different inert gas mixtures and oxygen and contamination reduction could be suitable to reduce gas entrapment porosity\textsuperscript{64,65}. The high melt pool temperature as a result of the intense energy density required for highly reflective materials such as Ag and Cu may have also aided pore defects. Generally, high process temperature aid gas solubility in the melt pool, which is inevitably introduced into the powder bed through the feedstock. As opposed to traditional SEM-based evaluation, pore analysis using XCT in the way that is demonstrated in this study allows for further refinement of the processing parameters required for a denser part. As can be seen the quality and pore content of resultant L-PBF parts varies with material feedstock which can subsequently affect the mechanical performance of the materials. The subsequent section explores the mechanical properties of L-PBF Ag and Cu and in situ alloyed novel CuAg alloys using destructive testing.

3.2. Mechanical performance

Porosity defects in laser processed materials can result in stress concentration leading to premature failure where both the size and morphology of the porosity influence the magnitude of stress being generated. If the stress due to stress raisers exceeds the yield strength of the bulk material plastic deformation occurs leading to crack propagation and failure. Fig. 10. presents the stress-strain ($\sigma-\varepsilon$)
curve obtained for L-PBF processed Ag, Cu and CuAg alloys \(^{49}\) under quasi-static loading with the resulting parameters of mechanical performances summarised in Table 4.

Evaluating the \(\sigma - \varepsilon\) curve for L-PBF Ag and Cu samples revealed consistent elastic and plastic regions. It was found that Ag had significantly lower yield strength (\(\sigma_y\)) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) in comparison to Cu. Cu L-PBF processed in this study exhibited a \(\sigma_y\) of 161.04 MPa which is comparable to commercially available EOS CuCrZr (160 MPa) and EOS CuCP (165 MPa) however, exhibited an 11% reduction in \(\sigma_y\) when compared to EOS Cu (180 MPa). Contrastingly Cu had comparable UTS (197.1 MPa) with EOS Cu (200 MPa) but exhibited a reduction in UTS of 16% and 6% relative to EOS CuCP and EOS CuCrZr. The corresponding \(\sigma - \varepsilon\) data for Ag, Cu, CuAg alloys and commercially available Cu shows a promising trend where the CuAg alloys consistently exhibit higher stiffness and strength with the addition of Ag.

![Stress-strain curves](image.png)

**Fig. 10.** Stress-strain curves obtained for as-built L-PBF pure Ag, pure Cu and CuAg alloys \(^{49}\).

Table 4 summarises the parameters for mechanical performance obtained for Ag (a), Cu (b), CuAg alloys (c, d and e) and compares them to commercially available L-PBF Cu variants (f, g and h). Previous studies have demonstrated \(^{49}\) the mechanical performance enhancements of Ag addition in Cu due to stronger binding effects at the CuAg interfaces reducing dislocation movements. However, no data is available or has been reported previously that comparatively analyses L-PBF Ag and Cu and/or commercially available L-PBF Cu materials.
Table 4. Summary of mechanical performance exhibited by L-PBF Ag, Cu, CuAg alloys and EOS Cu alloys where $E$, $\sigma_y$, $\varepsilon_f$ and UTS are Young’s modulus, yield strength, failure strain and ultimate tensile strength respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>E (Gpa)</th>
<th>$\sigma_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_f$ (%)</th>
<th>UTS (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>99.9% Ag</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>124.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>99.9% Cu</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>161.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>197.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>CuAg10%</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>223.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>277.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>CuAg20%</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>275.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>339.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>CuAg30%</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>330.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>381.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>EOS Cu</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g)</td>
<td>EOS CuCP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h)</td>
<td>EOS CuCrZr</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the mechanical performance parameters Fig. 11 displays significant, consistent, and almost linear increases in $\sigma_y$ (Fig. 11a) and UTS (Fig. 11c) with increased Ag addition to Cu. The highest $\sigma_y$ and UTS values were exhibited by the highest Ag content alloy CuAg30%. 10% Ag addition saw $\sigma_y$ and UTS properties of 223.5 MPa and 277.7 MPa respectively. These values are 39% and 41% increases in comparison to Cu. 20% Ag addition saw increases of 75% and 72% from Cu to a $\sigma_y$ of 275.5 MPa and UTS of 339.8 MPa while 30% Ag addition exhibited 105% and 94% increases. Evaluating the mechanical performance of commercially available Cu also saw CuAg alloys outperforming by 24%, 53% and 83% for $\sigma_y$ and 18%, 45% and 63% for UTS with each 10% addition of Ag. The mechanical performance data discussed demonstrates the enhancement potential for L-PBF processing Cu and CuAg alloys.

Fig. 11. Mechanical performance of industry Cu alloys, L-PBF Cu, Ag and influence of increasing Ag content on the mechanical performance of CuAg alloys showing (a) yield strength, (b) failure strain and (c) ultimate tensile strength.
3.3. Thermal Performance

3.3.1. Density and pore defect characterisation

Thermal management and heat transfer materials are seeing increasing demand in various industries where recent research has reported heat transfer enhancements through L-PBF heat exchangers featuring complex lattices and honeycomb structures using AlSi10Mg and stainless steel materials. Materials like aluminium-copper (AlCu) and copper-Yttrium (CuY) manufactured through laser depositing, casting and powder metallurgy have also seen investigation reporting improvements in thermal diffusivity due to microstructure grain refinement through post-processing.

L-PBF material microstructure can vary depending on build orientation due to the layer-by-layer process, which influences material properties including thermal performance. Nevertheless, pore defects have been reported to have a negative effect on thermal conductivity for L-PBF materials an area that requires further studies. Until now the thermal diffusivity of L-PBF materials has seen little research with no studies reporting the thermal diffusivity of highly conductive L-PBF materials. As such this study investigates the thermal diffusivity of L-PBF Ag, Cu and CuAg alloys considering the pore defects. Fig. 12 shows the L-PBF thermal test samples fabricated using Ag, Cu and CuAg. Although all samples were fabricated with the same parameters and had visibly similar surface finish there was colour variation representative of the associated Ag content.

![Fig. 12. L-PBF thermal diffusivity samples showing (a) Ag, (b) Cu, (c) CuAg10%, (d) CuAg20% and (e) CuAg30%.

The thermal properties of a material are affected by material density and porosity. Accordingly, XCT analysis and 3D visualisation were utilised to ascertain comparative sample density and porosity. Fig. 13. Shows the XCT 3D visualisations for L-PBF Ag, Cu and CuAg alloys with a summary of bulk density and porosity presented in Table 5.
Due to XCT scanning parameters and material similarity, comparative density results in Table 5 were found to be identical for all CuAg alloy compositions with a representative density of 100%. Additionally, very little variation to Cu was displayed with a representative density of 99.9%. However, Ag exhibited significant porosity resulting in a density of 89.9% featuring 9737 closed pores. Although density values for Cu and CuAg alloys are comparable evaluating the number of pores gives a clearer picture regarding material density. Overall, the trend establishes that the addition of Ag above 20% has a significant effect on the number of pores defined within the samples. 30% Ag exhibited the best sample with no pores in comparison to 20% Ag exhibiting one detectable pore. Cu pore content was 56 while 10% Ag displayed 173 detectable pores. Porosity content was isolated and highlighted in red and green to aid visualisation (Fig. 13) which further confirms the potential for CuAg alloys in achieving higher density.

Table 5. XCT porosity and pore defect properties for L-PBF pure Ag and Cu thermal samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Bulk density (%)</th>
<th>Number of closed pores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure Ag</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>9737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Cu</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuAg10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuAg20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuAg30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. XCT pore defect 3D visualisation for L-PBF thermal samples showing (a) Ag (b) Cu, (c) CuAg10%, (d) CuAg20% and (e) CuAg30%. 
3.3.2. Thermal Diffusivity

To evaluate the thermal performance of the material thermal diffusivity measurement analysis for L-PBF Ag, Cu and CuAg samples were conducted using Netzsch LFA 71. Comparative measurements were conducted at room temperature with three repeating measurements the average of which are reported in Fig. 14c, while Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b compared the number of closed pore and density to take its influence into account.

![XCT pore defect and thermal diffusivity data for L-PBF as-built Cu, CuAg10%, CuAg20%, CuAg30% and Ag samples showing (a) number of closed pore defects, (b) density and (c) thermal diffusivity.](image)

Cu thermal diffusivity saw an increase of 5.3% with the addition of 10% Ag from 51.28 mm²/s to 54.04 mm²/s. However, increasing Ag content further to 20% and 30% resulted in a 0.8% decrease followed by a 0.8% increase. Overall Ag content from 10% to 30% demonstrated a 0.8% variation on thermal diffusivity. The maximum variation between Cu and any CuAg alloy was 6.2% while Ag with the highest average pore size and relatively high number of pores to CuAg alloys displayed a minimum and maximum increase in thermal diffusivity of 60% and 63% respectively. Comparing thermal diffusivity results with XCT pore data it can be seen that material has a greater impact on thermal diffusivity than sample pore content and density. Ag exhibited 70% higher thermal diffusivity performance in comparison to Cu.

4. Prospects for L-PBF Cu alloys

Recent developments in computer-aided simulation, design tools 39,73, custom materials 28,74 and advanced manufacturing techniques 75,76 allows identifying novel techniques to solve complex problems that transcend the limitations associated with traditional manufacturing. Combining functional materials with regenerative design and L-PBF is already driving innovations in custom materials and
manufacturing. For example, Additive Analytics, Alloyed, Elementum 3D and M4P are all relatively new companies that are developing novel metallic materials and Metal Matrix Composites (MMC) for metal L-PBF processes.

The new generation of emerging design tools, materials and manufacturing technologies is being exploited by numerous industries for application-specific solutions. For example, a high-performance Cu alloy was developed by AMCM for the largest 3D printed rocket combustion chamber. In doing so Launcher reduced cost, lead time and part complexity fabricating a single piece chamber that enabled the highest performance liquid rocket engine to aid the development of the world’s most efficient rocket launcher for small satellite systems.

Additive Drives utilises high powered L-PBF systems and high purity copper to fabricate high-efficiency windings for electric motors. Achieving electrical conductivity of 100% International Annealed Copper Standard (IACS) combined with the design and manufacturing freedoms of L-PBF is driving a new era in 3D printing electric motors. Conflux Technologies utilises L-PBF to fabricate high-performance heat exchangers that are challenging to be manufactured through traditional fabrication techniques resulting in performance enhancement in heat transfer and pressure drop by three times at a 50% reduced weight. The examples discussed thus far emphasise the increasing trend regarding application-specific materials that can be processed using L-PBF for high-performance components and systems. It is also worth noting that Ag and Cu materials also exhibit desirable antimicrobial and electrical conductive properties and as such are of interest for applications such as renewable energy, biomedical and electronics.

5. Conclusions

The study investigated the L-PBF processing of high purity (>99%) Ag, Cu and CuAg alloys characterising the material porosity morphology along with their mechanical and thermal performance. The study identified a potential parametric combination that enables the laser processing of high purity Ag, Cu and CuAg alloys using a standard 400 W laser system. The X-ray CT data showed that Ag exhibited evenly distributed irregular pore morphology signifying lack of fusion porosity while spherical pore morphology displayed in Cu signified isolated gas entrapment during the melt pool. This means that improved packing density and process parameter optimisation is required for both Ag and Cu. Looking at the material behaviour Ag exhibited higher failure strain yet significantly lower yield strength and UTS in comparison to Cu. Overall, L-PBF Cu had comparable yield strength (161.04 MPa) to commercially available EOS CuCrZr (160 MPa) and EOS CuCP (165 MPa) however exhibited an 11% reduction when compared to EOS Cu (180 MPa). Contrastingly L-PBF Cu had comparable UTS (197.1 MPa) with EOS Cu (200 MPa) but exhibited a reduction in UTS of 16% and 6% relative to EOS
CuCP and EOS CuCrZr. Nevertheless, Ag addition in Cu was found to drastically increase the yield strength and UTS significantly resulting in novel CuAg alloys outperforming both Ag, Cu and all commercially available Cu materials evaluated. As such the CuAg30% exhibits 84%, 100% and 106% higher yield strengths in comparison to commercially available Cu, CuCP and CuCrZr while UTS values were 91%, 62% and 82% higher. The Youngs Modulus for the novel CuAg composition were 33% higher in comparison to Cu. Unfortunately, Youngs Modulus data for industry-standard Cu alloys was not available for analysis. On the thermal performance, Ag outperformed Cu and CuAg alloys by 70% despite the significant porosity and lower density in comparison. Ag addition displayed minimal increases in thermal diffusivity values from Cu. Overall Ag content from 10% to 30% displayed a maximum 0.8% variation in thermal diffusivity. The maximum variation between Cu and any CuAg alloy was a 6.2% increase in thermal diffusivity. The work reported in this study demonstrates the potential for the development of high-performance CuAg alloys that outperform commercially available Cu. However, further research and investigation are required to optimise the processability and repeatability focusing on specific applications such as fatigue and elevated temperatures.
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